
The Truman Show Delusion 

Logline: 
“When five stand-up comedians suffering from TSD suddenly can't get 

gigs, they team up to bring to justice the culprit(s) who make(s) their 

lives a living hell.” 

 

 

 

Choose life! Choose a job. Choose a starter home. Choose dental insurance, leisurewear, and 

matching luggage. Choose running a hip production company… Choose the perfect fit.…Who, 
What, Where, When and Why. Whatever is your “Real World.” Whatever suits you… 

‘Choose’ your future.’ 

But why would anyone want to do a thing like that if you can 

choose to be 

 

 

PARANOID 

 

In our ?NON?-SCRIPTED REALITY TV SERIES we go on a JOURNEY with our LEAD 

CHARACTERS; feel their HORROR, FANTASIES, and at times, their LOVE… 

 

Choose 

 

“The Truman Show Delusion” 

Paranoid Pop Culture! 

FIVE STAND-UP COMEDIANS wake up to A BAD JOKE: they can't get GIGS anymore, 

ZERO. So small! Have they become the CITY’S LAUGHING STOCK? 

Do they need a lawyer? 

Is an AUDIENCE MEMBER they once RIDICULED taking REVENGE? 

Maybe an EVIL CONSORTIUM wants to HAUNT THEM -- or worse -- one of them…A 

MOLE?! Could ALL be MOLES? Oh my God, oh my God! Paranoia building...  

 



The Truman Show Delusion 

Logline: 
“When five stand-up comedians suffering from TSD suddenly can't get 

gigs, they team up to bring to justice the culprit(s) who make(s) their 

lives a living hell.” 

 

 

 

 

Logine: 

 

“When FIVE STAND-UP COMEDIANS   suffering from TSD suddenly can’t get gigs and end 

up on the streets of L.A , a TV COMPANY gets them a place in a HOMELESS CENTRE 

where they can perform; in return they must tape their lives; (a) slowly 'bonding', (b) 'teaming 

up' to (c) 'investigate' in cin city, (d) bring to 'justice' the CULPRITS(S) who got them sacked.” 

 

Be part of a REALITY SHOW 

that completely controls the CONTESTANTS’ LIVES. 

A TV SERIES set up to ENTERTAIN the MASSES through EVERY COMMERCIAL 

OUTLET AVAILABLE. WHAT will our ‘SHARED-PROTAGONISTS’ ENCOUNTER? 

HOW will they REACT to deliberately SET UP HURDLES in their PREDETERMINED 

WORLD? In a world masterly constructed for only one reason -- HIGH RATINGS. 

A TV PRODUCTION COMPANY will 

Gather OUR L.A. COMEDIANS, who CLEARLY SUFFER FROM T.S.D. They let the 
DILUTED BOND, give them a chance to RECORD everything they find SUSPICIOUS with their 

CELLPHONES -- DOCUMENT their JOURNEY -- their MISSION to 

 

bring to justice the 

CULPRIT(S) 

that makes their lives 

‘A LIVING HELL’. 

During the 45-MINUTE "EPISODES," root for our non-scripted souls; for 30 days, THEIR 

TERROR will hit your screen. SHAMELESS TIRADES, seemingly UNCUT, and AIRED 

THE NEXT DAY. 

 

Outside OUR HEROUS’ little BOX -- the MICRO-WORLD they live in -- T.S.D. is 

EVERYWHERE! It’s 

‘ALL AROUND THEM…’ 
 

Even now, in our TV series’ very FIRST EPISODE, where their only trusty -- our 

SHOWRUNNER bonds the ANTI-HEROES -- lets them SHARE THEIR PARANOIA -- it’s 

bigger than “THEY…!” 

 

It’s “YOU!!” Whatever AGE, YOU can SEE it when looking out of the window, turn on the 

television. You can FEEL it when you go to school… to work... when you drink your “TSD 

Nitro” energy drink… when you wear your TSD t-shirt. 
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